Outline of Shakespeare’s
Cymbeline in Thomas
North’s Marginalia
By Dennis McCarthy

Researchers have discovered a book at Harvard University that provides compelling evidence
that Shakespeare’s Cymbeline is an adaptation of an earlier play by the Elizabethan courtier and
writer Sir Thomas North. The book, a 1533 edition of Fabyan’s Chronicle, contains copious
notes in North’s hand relating to Shakespeare’s late tragicomedy, including background,
characters, and language that provide an outline for one of the main plots of the play. In one
case, North’s unique spelling and phrasing are repeated in Cymbeline but appear in no other
known source. Shakespeare’s play dates to 1609–1610, but North likely wrote the original
version some six or seven years earlier. North’s last known publication—and the last reference to
him alive—occurred in 1603, the year he turned 68, and he is presumed to have died not long
after. 1
Investigative reporter Michael Blanding discovered the book, which has been analyzed by
independent researcher Dennis McCarthy with the help of June Schlueter, professor emerita at
Lafayette College and former editor of Shakespeare Bulletin. In addition to providing a striking
example of an outline for a Shakespeare play, North’s marginalia help interpret previously
obscure references and plot elements in Cymbeline, adding new understanding to and
appreciation for one of Shakespeare’s more mysterious plays.
While the discovery that Shakespeare reworked an earlier play by North may seem surprising,
scholars have long known that Shakespeare frequently adapted old plays. Early references in
Revels records and other documents point to the existence of now-lost versions of Hamlet,
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Romeo and Juliet, etc., long before Shakespeare could have written them. After studying such
evidence, scholar C. A. Greer suggested “the possibility, if not probability, that Shakespeare had
a source play for most if not all of his plays.” 2 Perhaps more aptly, James J. Marino wrote, “in
some cases Shakespeare was clearly collaborating diachronically with an earlier playwright,
building upon elements of the older work to create a new whole.” 3
McCarthy and Schlueter have argued that in many cases that “earlier playwright” was Sir
Thomas North (1535–1604?), a writer best known for translating Plutarch’s Lives (1579/80), a
recognized source for Shakespeare’s Roman plays. In a peer-reviewed article in Shakespeare
Survey in 2014, McCarthy and Schlueter used literary and documentary evidence to argue that
North wrote an early version of Titus Andronicus; in 2021, they published Thomas North’s 1555
Travel Journal: From Italy to Shakespeare, contending that North relied on his experiences and
journal entries of a trip to Rome to write early versions of Henry VIII and The Winter’s Tale. 4
They also presented evidence in that work connecting North to the theater troupe of Robert
Dudley, Earl of Leicester, and documented what seems to be payment to North for a Leicester’s
Men play at court.
That same year, Blanding profiled McCarthy in North by Shakespeare: A Rogue Scholar’s Quest
for the Truth Behind the Bard’s Work (Hachette Books), 5 detailing McCarthy and Schlueter’s
theories along with his own research on North’s life and times. After publication of that volume,
Blanding continued to search for books previously owned by the North family. He discovered
the copy of Fabyan’s Chronicle, a dense compendium of British history from Roman times to
Henry VII, at Harvard University’s Houghton Library in October 2021. 6 The book was
previously owned by Thomas’ brother Roger, 2nd Lord North (1531–1600), and bears Roger’s
signature and his motto on the title-page, along with the year he acquired it, 1569. Further
research confirmed the book remained a part of the North family library until 1922, when it was
sold at auction by Sotheby’s and subsequently acquired by Harvard. 7 Blanding took photos of
the marginal notes and sent them to McCarthy and Schlueter, who compared them to North’s
known handwriting in a volume of The Dial of Princes once owned by North and now in
Cambridge University Library. They confirmed nearly all of the writing was in North’s hand (see
Appendix A).
Thomas North’s annotations in his brother’s copy of Fabyan’s Chronicle provide a clear view of
how Cymbeline was constructed, at times confirming long-held scholarly assumptions
concerning the play’s origins and at other times revealing new discoveries. Most significantly,
this newly uncovered text demonstrates that Shakespeare’s Cymbeline was an adaptation of a
play originally written by North, who reworked the information he noted in Fabyan along with
other sources to construct a uniquely inventive drama. Shakespeare was unquestionably a
consummate man of the theater. But the marginalia in Fabyan’s Chronicle strongly suggest that
the creative genius behind Cymbeline was, in fact, Thomas North.
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Cymbeline: The History
The plot of Cymbeline focuses on a love story between the virtuous princess, Innogen, and the
exiled Posthumus during the first-century tensions—and eventual war—between Britain and
Rome. Scholars have identified the source for the love story in Boccaccio’s Decameron, along
with an English translation of a 15th-century German tale, Frederyke of Jennen. For the
historical background, they have speculated Shakespeare primarily relied, just as he did for his
other histories, upon the English chronicles of Raphael Holinshed, written in 1577 and revised in
1587. Additional information, they surmised, was supplied by John Higgins’ 1587 edition of A
Mirror for Magistrates, as well as perhaps other chronicles by Geoffrey of Monmouth, Robert
Grafton, and Robert Fabyan. In fact, Fabyan contains much of the relevant history that appears in
Holinshed and Higgins, along with other important details absent from those works that find
their way into the play.
But unlike Shakespeare’s more familiar history plays about the Richards and Henries,
Cymbeline’s historical plot is not an actual history. Rather, it depicts a loose mish-mash of events
occurring over more than a century, all shoved anachronistically into the reign of Kymbeline, a
king of Britain who ruled during the time of Christ. Many of the events discussed at length in the
play—Julius Caesar’s first attacks on Britain and Cassibelan’s payment of tribute—occurred
before Cymbeline’s reign, while the British/Roman events that are central to the play’s action—
the refusal to pay tribute and the resulting confrontation with the Romans—occurred after
Cymbeline’s reign. Indeed, one of the historical events—a battle in a ditch “wall’d with turf”—
occurred more than 900 years later and has nothing to do with Romans battling the English but
rather concerns Scotland defending itself from Danes.
Just as Cymbeline comprises a seemingly random collection of widely dispersed historical
material, so too do North’s marginalia—yet each of the clusters of marginal notes relates to the
tragicomedy, often in an obvious way. All told, Fabyan’s Chronicle is a colossal work, 852
pages long, but North has only written 53 marginal notes on 27 of those pages or roughly 3
percent of them. North ignored 825 pages—or roughly 97 percent of the pages. And remarkably
the Cymbeline-playwright has focused almost exclusively on the same pages that attracted
North’s attention while eschewing the same pages that North ignored.
Indeed, of North’s 53 distinct marginal comments, more than half relate to characters and events
referenced in Shakespeare’s play—and nearly all the others have thematic or substantive
relevance. In the largest continuous stretch of marginalia—comprising 23 marginal notes,
extending from folios 16v–20—North’s notes and the events of the play frequently coincide
almost comment-by-comment. In general, the grouping and content of North’s annotations show
that he was inordinately interested in the happenings centered on the reigns of Cymbeline’s two
sons, Guiderius and Arviragus, especially focusing on ancient Roman/British conflict over the
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refusal (and then acquiescence) to pay tribute. This same story was used for the historical plot of
Cymbeline. North also wrote marginal notes related to other events discussed in the play,
including Britain’s successful repelling of Julius Caesar’s invasion twice, the exact amount of
Cassibelan’s tribute, and a Roman/Briton battle involving a wall of turf.
North’s marginal notes also connect to Cymbeline via a thematic through-line that helps reveal
the original purpose and organizational framework of the play. One of the main political debates
of the late 16th and early 17th centuries involved the notion of uniting England with an allegedly
less civilized Scotland in a unified Britain. This was the well-known ambition of King James VI
of Scotland—and something he tried to implement as soon as he succeeded Elizabeth as James I
of England in 1603. But as opponents of unification would argue, the last time England had been
part of a larger Britain, the island was just a Roman outpost and the Britons were nothing more
than an unlettered, barbarous, and easily conquered people. 8
As scholars have long argued, one of the main purposes of Cymbeline was to refute this view by
glorifying the history of the ancient Britons and romanticizing those times when they succeeded
in defeating Rome. The pro-Briton viewpoint of the play was especially realized in the
personages of the sons of King Cymbeline—Guiderius and Arviragus—the wild but heroic
brother princes who had been raised in a mountain cave, far from the civilizing influences of the
court. But despite the brothers’ primitive upbringing, their inherent nobility still radiated from
them, particularly when contrasted with the courtly but evil villain Prince Cloten. Their coarse
lifestyle also led to their stoutness and military prowess, allowing them to defeat the Roman
army, almost singlehandedly, in battle during the climax of the play.
With North’s marginalia, we can see precisely how the unruly collection of disparate storylines
that make up the history plot in Cymbeline evolved from his desire to aggrandize the history of
Britons, particularly in their conflicts with Rome. Not only do North’s notes describe the relevant
stories of King Cymbeline’s sons; they also stress all the other Briton-over-Roman storylines
over the course of more than two centuries also alluded to in the play. North’s notes even reveal
for the first time the origin of elements in Cymbeline that prior source scholars have missed.
Finally, North’s marginal comments indicate he had two other books open next to him while he
studied Fabyan—both of which include poetic summaries of British/Roman histories: John
Higgins’ A Mirror for Magistrates (1587) and Edmund Spenser’s Faerie Queene (1590). Indeed,
with many of North’s comments, it seems clear that he was especially searching the pages of
Fabyan for the location of certain stories about ancient Britain triumphing over Rome that are
described in the poems of Mirror for Magistrates. When he found one, he would then mark it
with a marginal comment, at times near-quoting the title of (or lines from) the related poem in
Mirror for Magistrates. He similarly followed the historical outline in Faerie Queene,
commenting on the same particular subjects as had Spenser.
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Scholars have recognized that the same particular poems and passages in A Mirror for
Magistrates and The Faerie Queene that interested North were used as source material for the
play. Their shared use suggests that North was not just aimlessly noting historical events that
interested him. Instead, he was methodically researching the same poetic odes celebrating
Britain’s historic battles with Rome that were later used in Cymbeline. This effectively negates
any hypothesis that Shakespeare somehow got a hold of Roger North’s copy of Fabyan and then
decided to make a play out of Thomas’ marginal notes. For the original playwright not only
worked from North’s marginalia; he also seemed to know precisely which passages of which
poems North was quoting and then used them too.

Shared Elements of North’s Marginalia and Cymbeline
The following list describes some of the elements linking North’s handwritten marginalia with
the plot points, characters, language, and themes of Cymbeline.
1) The obsessive focus on Britain’s battles with Rome over tribute
2) Julius Caesar’s ambition to conquer Britain after seeing its rocks and cliffs across
the English Channel
3) Britain’s twice repelling Julius Caesar’s invasion
4) Cassibelan’s tribute of “yearly three thousand pounds”
5) The choice of Cymbeline as the titular king and the thematic relevance of his
reign during the birth of Christ and reign of Augustus Caesar
6) Cymbeline’s refusal to pay tribute to maintain the liberties and franchise of
Britons
7) The focus on Cymbeline’s sons, Guiderius and Arvigarus
8) The incorporation of Hamo’s strategy of disguising himself as a Briton to kill
Guiderius
9) The setting of the conflict in a haven in Wales
10) The final reconciliation with Rome in which tribute is paid
11) The repeated theme of Britain’s greater antiquity than Rome
12) The depiction of Britain’s more primitive, ancestral inhabitants, the Picts
13) The names Cloten and Morgan, and the references to Tenantius, Malmutius,
Sicilius, and Cymbeline’s ancestors
14) The use of Spenser’s Book II, canto X of The Fairie Queene (1590) and several
poems from Higgins’ Mirror for Magistrates (1587)

Newly Discovered Origins of Cymbeline Elements Revealed in
North’s Marginalia
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The following are some of the elements of the play that are revealed only when viewed through
the lens of North’s marginalia:
1) The misspelling of Cassibellan as Cassibulan (all four times in the First Folio of
Shakespeare’s plays)
2) The seemingly ahistorical name Caius Lucius as a proconsul of Gallia—and the
Roman general invading Britain
3) The ahistorical replacement of Arviragus’ battle against Rome with a Scottish
battle by the “wall of turf” defending an “ancient soldier”
4) The use of the name “Helene” for Innogen’s waiting woman
5) The dismembering of Cloten near a haven and throwing his remains into a creek,
and this seemingly ahistorical connection with the Duke of Cornwall
6) The prophetic dream-vision of a tree whose pruned and separated branches return,
making it whole again and signaling an era of British peace and prosperity (This
is not newly discovered, but it is little known and not yet generally accepted.)
These discoveries refute the possibility that North had seen Cymbeline and then, adopting the
guise of Shakespeare’s first source scholar, hunted down these elements throughout Fabyan and
wrote them out in the margins. For, even assuming this improbable scenario, it is unlikely that
North would have been able to find the subtle source elements to Cymbeline, found in seemingly
unrelated chapters of Fabyan, that have otherwise gone unnoticed—such as the origin of the
name Caius Lucius, and the connection to a wall-of-turf. These elements only become apparent
after one reads North’s comments. Also, his coordination of these passages to other relevant
source material—like Higgins’ Mirror for Magistrates—militates against this hypothesis as well.
How would North have known Shakespeare also had used certain poems and stanzas in Mirror
for Magistrates? What is more, the conventional view is that Thomas North died six or seven
years before the well-accepted date of Shakespeare’s Cymbeline.
The only reasonable explanation is that North’s marginal notes are what they plainly seem to be:
a collection of historical details that he would bring together in the creation of a play, which
Shakespeare later adapted for the stage as Cymbeline. And North likely wrote his play within a
few years of James I’s succession in 1603, when arguments about the prospects of a unified
Britain were most relevant.

A Selection of North’s Marginalia
While it is beyond the scope of this paper to examine fully all of the correspondences between
North’s marginalia and Shakespeare’s play, the following examples detail a selection of North’s
marginalia along with their relationship to Cymbeline. They should be sufficient to prove the
point that North was using Fabyan to write an early version of the play that Shakespeare later
adapted. (For a complete list of North’s marginal comments, see Appendix B.)
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Cassibulan Granted Rome a Tribute Yearly Three Thousand Pounds
In the 1623 First Folio of Shakespeare’s Cymbeline, the play’s first known publication, the
Queen refers to an earlier British king who fought the Romans as “Cassibulan.” The playwright’s
Cassibulan is a misspelling of Cassibellan, a king who according to Fabyan died 23 years before
Cymbeline’s reign. In fact, though there is no known historical text prior to the First Folio that
also uses that spelling, all four times the playwright refers to the king, he misspells the name in
the same way. For example, in the passage below, the Roman consul Caius Lucius refers to the
amount of Cassibulan’s payment of tribute. It is clear from North’s annotation that he is
responsible for both for the misspelling of the name and the peculiar phrasing of the amount of
that tribute (fig. 1).
Caius Lucius: Cassibulan, thine uncle,
… granted Rome a tribute,
Yearly three thousand pounds (3.1.5, 8–9)
North’s marginal note: Cassibulan became tributary to Rome and paid yearly 3000 li
[three thousand pounds]. The tribute granted 48 or 50 years before Christ. (f. 18)

Figure 1. North’s marginalia on Cassibulan and tribute paid to the Romans
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North’s two marginal comments, one below the other (f. 18)

Cymbeline

Cassibulan [uniquely
misspelled] became
tributary to Rome and
paid yearly 3000 li [three
thousand pounds]

Cassibulan [uniquely
misspelled], thine uncle,
… granted Rome a tribute,
Yearly three thousand
pounds, which by thee
lately/Is left untender’d.
(3.1.5, 8–9)

The tribute granted 48 or
50 years before Christ

There’s no more tribute to be
paid (3.1.24)

[Common elements:]
Cassibulan; yearly three
thousand pounds, Rome,
tribute granted

[Common elements:]
Cassibulan; yearly three
thousand pounds; granted
Rome a tribute

Table 1. Comparison of North’s marginalia with Cymbeline passage on Cassibulan

Tellingly, the playwright uses North’s language. Where North refers to “tribute granted” “to
Rome” by “Cassibulan” who “paid yearly 3000 li [three thousand pounds],” Cymbeline has
“Cassibulan … granted Rome a tribute, yearly three thousand pounds” (table 1). Early
English Books Online (EEBO), the largest database of 16th- and 17th-century texts, shows that by
the date of the First Folio, only one other work includes the four-word string “yearly three
thousand pounds.” That work, published in 1612, post-dates the first known performances of
Cymbeline in 1610–11. Even more significantly, EEBO also confirms that no other work prior to
the First Folio used the spelling Cassibulan (fig. 2).
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Figure 2. A search for “Cassibulan” on EEBO shows no other use before the First Folio

The Origin of the Name Caius Lucius and the Story of Caesar Twice Beaten
The names of many of the major characters in the play—Cymbeline, Guiderius, Arviragus,
Posthumus, Sicilius, Cloten, and Innogen—have long been recognized as deriving from
historical counterparts in ancient British history. The origin of one character’s name, however,
has remained obscure: Caius Lucius, the Roman consul who arrives at Cymbeline’s court to
demand tribute to Rome, precipitating the conflict of the play. One of North’s marginal notes
appears to resolve this longstanding mystery.
On the second page of North’s longest string of marginalia, he writes out three comments. The
first is “Caius Julius Caesar, Lucius Bibulus sent [as] consuls into France to conquer the same.”
In North’s marginal note, in fact, the name Caius appears just above Lucius. That placement
suggests that North took the little-known first name of Julius Caesar—Caius—and the fact that
the senate of Rome had appointed both Caesar and Lucius Bibulus as consuls in Gallia (i.e.,
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France), and combined the names for the character in Cymbeline whose circumstances precisely
match theirs (fig. 3).

Figure 3. The possible origins of Caius Lucius, and Caesar’s invasion of Britain

In Fabyan, when Caius Julius Caesar gets his first tantalizing sight of Britain from across the
Channel, he decides to invade it. Similarly, in Shakespeare’s Cymbeline, a Senator of Rome
declares that Caius Lucius has been appointed proconsul (i.e., acting consul) of Gallia and from
there will invade Britain (table 2).
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North and Fabyan (f. 18)

Cymbeline

North: Caius Julius
Caesar, Lucius Bibulus
sent (as) consuls into
France to conquer the
same.
Fabyan: In this season
was Caius Julius, the
which is most commonly
called Julius Caesar, by
the senate of Rome as
fellow and consul with
Lucius Bubulus into
Gallia now called France,
for to subdue them unto
the Empire of Rome.

[Rome]
First Senator: And that the legions now
in Gallia are
Full weak to undertake our wars against
The fall’n-off Britons, that we do incite
The gentry to this business. He creates
Lucius preconsul: and to you the
tribunes…
First Tribune. Is Lucius general of the
forces?
2nd Senator. Ay.
First Tribune: Remaining now in
Gallia?
First Senator. With those legions
Which I have spoke of,

Table 2. North, Fabyan, and Cymbeline on consuls in Gallia

Next to this marginal note, Fabyan describes Julius Caesar as “beholding the white cliffs or rocks
of Britain,” which fueled his “great will to bring the said country under the yoke of the Romans,”
phrases that also find their way into the text of Cymbeline. North’s next two marginal notes
reference the first two times that Caesar then tried to conquer Britain. And North, in keeping
with the Britain-defeats-Rome theme, stresses in both comments that Caesar was beaten twice.
“Julius Caesar w[ith] his Romans landed in Britain and were beaten back to the sea
again.” 9
“Caesar invading the land again was put to flight the second time.”
Julius Caesar’s twice-doomed invasion of Britain predates the events of Cymbeline by nearly a
century, so in the tragicomedy the scene is not staged. But the playwright does have characters
describe it in detail twice, once in reference to Caius Lucius, the other in reference to the rocks
unscalable of Britain:
Philario: Caius Lucius
Will do’s commission thoroughly…
11

Or look upon our Romans, whose remembrance
Is yet fresh in their grief.
Posthumus: …you shall hear
The legions now in Gallia sooner landed
In our not-fearing Britain than have tidings
Of any penny tribute paid. Our countrymen
Are men more order’d than when Julius Caesar
Smiled at their lack of skill, but found their courage
Worthy his frowning at. (2.4.11–23)
****
Queen: Remember, sir, my liege,
The kings your ancestors, together with
The natural bravery of your isle, which stands
As Neptune’s park, ribbed and paled in
With rocks unscalable and roaring waters…
A kind of conquest/
Caesar made here; but made not here his brag
Of ‘Came’ and ‘saw’ and ‘overcame:’ with shame—
That first that ever touch’d him—he was carried
From off our coast, twice beaten; and his shipping—
Poor ignorant baubles!—upon our terrible seas,
Like egg-shells moved upon their surges, crack’d
As easily ’gainst our rocks … (3.1.17–29)
Cymbeline: Caesar’s ambition … /
Did put the yoke upon ’s (3.1.48, 51)
North’s marginalia (and the Fabyan passages that they summarize) share many obvious links,
both substantively and verbally, with these exchanges in Cymbeline. Remarkably, they also
include borrowings from other works of North. As Julius Caesar’s first sight of the “white cliffs
or rocks of Britain” led to his twice being “beaten” back to the “sea,” the Queen also combines
Julius Caesar’s being “from off our coast, twice beaten” with the trope of Britain as island
fortress—with “rocks unscalable” (3.1.20) surrounded by “terrible seas” (3.1.27).
Interestingly, according to Oxford English Dictionary (and EEBO), North coined the word
unscalable in his translation of Plutarch’s Lives (1579/80), and the next appearance of the word
is not till the first publication of Cymbeline in 1623. Similarly, the Queen’s reference to Caesar’s
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“brag/Of ‘Came’ and ‘saw’ and ‘overcame’” echoes North’s Plutarch’s Lives. “I came, I saw, I
overcame” was North’s particular rendition of Caesar’s “veni, vidi, vici.” 10
North’s precise wording in his marginal note, “Julius Caesar with his Romans landed in Britain,”
is echoed in the first exchange above: “Romans …landed in our not-fearing Britain,” which leads
to the reference to Julius Caesar’s invasion. Finally, the Fabyan line next to North’s first
marginal note—“Caesar … had great will to bring the said country under the yoke of the
Romans”—would appear to be inspiration for Cymbeline’s response that “Caesar’s ambition …
put the yoke upon’s.”
North and Fabyan (f. 17)

Cymbeline

[North’s Marginalia]
Julius Caesar w[ith] his Romans
landed in Britain and were beaten
back to the sea again.
[North’s Plutarch]
Caesar … I came, I saw, I
overcame (787).
[North’s Marginalia]
Caesar invading the land again
was put to flight the second time.

Romans … landed/
In our not-fearing Britain …
When Julius Caesar/ … found their
[Briton’s] courage
Worthy his frowning at
Caesar made here; but made not here
his brag Of ‘Came’ and ‘saw’ and
‘overcame:’ with shame—
That first that ever touch’d him—he
was carried
From off our coast, twice beaten; and
his shipping—
Poor ignorant baubles!— upon our
terrible seas …

[Fabyan]
…victory thus twice obtained …
Caesar … had great will to bring
the said country under the yoke of Caesar’s ambition … /
the Romans
Did put the yoke upon ’s
Common Elements:
Common Elements:
Julius Caesar w[ith] his Romans
Romans … landed / In our notlanded in Britain; and were
fearing Britain … Julius Caesar;
beaten back to the sea again;
From off our coast, twice beaten …
Caesar … had great will … under seas; Caesar’s ambition …/Did put
the yoke of the Romans;
the yoke upon 's;
Caesar …/Of ‘Came’ and ‘saw’ and
Caesar…I came, I saw, I
‘overcame’
overcame
Table 3. North, Fabyan, and Cymbeline on Caesar’s invasion of Britain
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Four Major Plot Points: Refusal of Tribute, Roman Invasion, ClothesSwitching Ruse, and Disposal of Villain into a Creek
As Arden Shakespeare editor Valerie Wayne points out, the seminal event of Cymbeline—
Britain’s refusal to pay tribute to Rome—derives from an incident involving the historical
Kymbeline’s son, Guiderius “who clearly refuses tribute to Rome when he succeeds his
father.” 11 Similarly, New Cambridge editor Martin Butler also observes that the resulting conflict
comes from this historical event, noting that the “Roman invasion came under the command of
Emperor Claudius and was resisted by Cymbeline’s successor, Guiderius. Shakespeare creates
his own history by telescoping the Claudian invasion, on which Lucius’ mission is indirectly
based.” 12
Scholars have also discovered sources of two other events in Cymbeline that also relate to the
same conflict that pits the brothers Guiderius and Arviragus against Rome. Kenneth Muir writes
that the clothes-switching ruse in Cymbeline in which Posthumus strips off his Roman garb and
puts on British garments appears to come from a poem in John Higgins’ Mirror for Magistrates,
relating the story of “Hamo, a Roman who puts on British garments so as to have the opportunity
of killing Guiderius.” 13
Muir observes that this same poem also likely inspired the killing of the villain Cloten in
Cymbeline—after which Cloten’s head is cut off and his body thrown into a creek. Muir quotes
Higgins’ poem in which Hamo is “hewde in pieces small:/Which downe the cleeves they did into
the waters cast.” Muir notes also that Fabyan mentions this too—but that “Holinshed omits the
hewing in pieces.” Finally, Muir also writes that Hamo was “slain, according to Fabyan and
Geoffrey, by Arviragus, beside a haven as Cloten is slain near Milford Haven.” 14
In other words, scholars have scanned multiple historical texts, including Holinshed, Fabyan,
Geoffrey, and Higgins, to identify four important events that were used to create the historical
elements of Cymbeline. These are: (1) Guiderius’ refusal to pay tribute to the Romans; (2)
Claudius’ resulting invasion of Britain; (3) Hamo’s strategy to change clothes to kill Guiderius;
and (4) Arviragus’ killing of Hamo beside a haven, cutting him into pieces, and throwing the
pieces into the sea. And North explicitly writes out each of these elements in four marginal notes
in a row:
North: “Guiderius denied tribute to the Romans” (f. 19)
North: “Claudius, uncle to Caligula, the 4 Emperour of Rome, invaded Britain
with a greater army of the Romans and by fight recovered again the tribute.” (f.
19)
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North: “A stratagem of Hamo a Roman Captain that slew Guiderius the King.”
(f. 19)
North: “Hamo slain by Arviragus the King near unto the haven now called
Southampton and then called Hamon’s Haven: because after he was slain he
was cut a pieces and thrown into the sea.” (f. 19v)
In other words, North has marked each peculiar element of the Guiderius/Arviragus war against
Rome that source scholars have noted the playwright used. And as figure 4 shows, three of these
notes even appear on the same page.

Figure 4. North’s marginalia on Guiderius and Hamo

Perhaps most astoundingly, Muir recognized that the playwright appears to have been
coordinating Higgins’ poem on Hamo with a similar account in Fabyan, taking elements from
both. And as shown in table 4, North does precisely the same thing, repeating Higgins’ language
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in the margins of Fabyan. Indeed, North even echoes the same lines that Muir observes had
moved the playwright.
Higgins’ Mirror for Magistrates

North’s Marginalia

[Title]: How Laelius Hamo the Roman Captain was
slain after the slaughter of Guiderius was slain,
A Roman Captain I in Britain armour clad,
Disguised therefore, in field did slay their noble King…
Even so my self that slew, short time my joys did last,
In flight I taken was, and hewed in pieces small,
Which down the cleeves [cliffs] they did into the waters
cast,
And by my name as yet the haven and harbor call 15

A stratagem of Hamo a Roman
Captain that slew Guiderius the
King
Hamo slain by Arviragus the King
near unto the haven now called
Southampton and then called
Hamon’s Haven: because after he
was slain he was cut a pieces and
thrown into the sea.

Table 4. Higgins and North on the slaying of Hamo

EEBO confirms that this similarity in language cannot be coincidental and that North is echoing
the poem on Hamo in Mirror for Magistrates. 16 And it is, of course, improbable that two
people—North and Shakespeare—would independently choose to work with the same two
sections from the same two texts—the pages on Guiderius and Arviragus in Fabyan and the
poem on Hamo in Mirror for Magistrates—and then coordinate the same specific passages and
lines with each other. Rather, this evidence again supports the argument that Shakespeare was
adapting an old play by North.
Even given these correspondences, a few discrepancies remain: in Cymbeline, Guiderius does not
kill a Roman; he kills Cloten, who is named after a Duke of Cornwall. And the head is not
thrown into the sea but into a creek. These elements may be explained by North’s marginal
comment a few pages later—relating to another killing in which the body ends up in the water,
and the body of water is again named after the crime.
As North writes: “Livius Gallus a Roman slain by the Duke of Cornwall, and thrown into a
brook in London after that called Wallus (i.e., Wall’s) Brook and now is a street called
Wallbroke.” While in this case the Duke of Cornwall is the one doing the killing rather than
being killed, both still involve Cornwall and a mangled body that ends up in a creek. And just as
Hamon’s Haven was named after the murder, so too was Wallus Brook. Hence all the peculiar
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features of the murder of Cloten that Shakespeare incorporates into his play—including ones that
had previously gone unnoticed—were explicitly emphasized by North in his notes.

The Picts Defeat the Roman Army Before a Wall of Turf
Valerie Wayne emphasizes the various features of Guiderius and Arviragus that recall Scotland’s
ancient warriors, the Picts. Her introduction to the Arden Cymbeline even reproduces a large
engraving of a Pict from a 1590 work on Virginia’s Native Americans, 17 published by Theodore
de Bry, which includes an appendix with an internal headline that reads, “Some Pictures of the
Picts Which in the Old Time did habit one part of the Great Britain…. To show how that the
inhabitants of the great Britain have been in times past as savage as those of Virginia.” 18 The
image shows a naked, tattooed Pict, clutching an enemy’s head by the hair. This suggestion of
barbarism was precisely the idea that Cymbeline was trying to counteract with its romanticization
of the Pict-like Guiderius and Arviragus. And the fact that the Picts were connected to ancient
Scotland rather than just early Britain would be yet another element that might please the
Scottish King James.
As noted in the Arden Cymbeline, the name “Picts” derives from the painted and colorful tattoos
that covered the ancient Scots’ naked bodies, making them look fiercer in battle. Guiderius had
just such a mark, a noticeable mole in the color and shape of a blood-red star. Likewise,
Arviragus wore “clouted brogues,” which the Arden Cymbeline glosses as “a rough kind of
shoe… ‘worn by the inhabitants of the wilder parts of Ireland or the Scottish Highlands’ (OED n2
1a).” and as a shoe that was associated with the “wild Scots” (4.2.213n). Moreover, as Wayne
notes, their upbringing in a mountain cave and the brutal killing and beheading of Cloten—
recalling de Bry’s engraving—add more resemblances to the Picts.
Another extraordinary association, which has previously gone unnoticed, becomes apparent in
North’s marginalia. In Cymbeline, the Pict-like Guiderius and Arviragus defeat the Roman army
in a battle in a lane “wall’d with turf.” According to Fabyan and other 16th-century historians, the
most famous wall of turf in Britain was built by the Emperor Severus across the entire east-west
width of Scotland to protect Roman-occupied Britain from the Picts. 19 But it didn’t help. In 211
AD, the Picts ended up getting past the Roman-guarded wall-of-turf, vanquishing the Roman
army in a battle in which they killed the Emperor Severus in York. This would be another
peculiarly apt example of ancient Britons, and specifically ancient inhabitants of Scotland,
defeating Rome and even killing an Emperor. 20
Higgins’ Mirror for Magistrates includes a poem on Severus that mentions both this wall and his
death by the Picts. However, Higgins neglects to mention that the wall is made of turf:
17

HOW SEVERUS THE EMPEROR of Rome and governour of Britain was slain at
Yorke, fighting against the Picts …
Whereon to wall them out I made edict.
Long six score miles and twelve,
From sea to sea, that Picts should not invade. 21
In contrast, North’s marginalia do mention that this wall is of turf. Indeed, after a marginal note
referring to “Londricus and his Picts” and their battle against the Romans (also echoing a poem
in Mirrour for Magistrages), North writes another marginal comment about Severus’ wall:
“A wall of turves [turfs] of a 112 miles long, 22 made by Severus, Emperor of Rome and
governor of Britain.”
But that is not the whole story. The battle between Picts and Severus occurred in 211 AD, more
than seven centuries prior to another famous battle that occurred in medieval Scotland in 990
AD, also involving a wall-of-turf. In this war, a farmer named Hay and his two sons heroically
push the Scottish army to defeat the Danes about 40 miles north of Severus’ wall of turf. In the
description of the final British/Roman battle, Cymbeline also makes obvious reference to this
same heroic fight of the Hays, likely to flatter Sir James Hay, one of King James’ close friends.
Reportedly, the Hay family proudly claimed descent from these medieval warriors. 23
But while scholars have long recognized the significance of this 10th-century Hays battle, they
have been unable to find anything connecting this conflict to the central theme and story of
Cymbeline’s Roman-occupied-Britain. Now, North’s marginal notes do just that: showing how
the wall-of-turf does indeed dovetail with the depiction of Guiderius and Arviragus as Picts,
helping to glorify a battle in which ancient inhabitants of Scotland defeated a Roman emperor.

Conclusion
With the discovery of this copy of Fabyan’s Chronicle, we now have, for the first time, a clear
view of the birth of a Shakespeare play. North’s working notes allow us to trace the development
of Cymbeline from a desire to romanticize ancient Britons to the play’s specific realization as a
conflation of various pointed historical details. And this is just one of a series of recent
discoveries connecting Thomas North and the North family library to plays later adapted by
Shakespeare, all helping transform what we know—or thought we knew—about the most
celebrated playwright of all time.
Scholars have long known that Shakespeare and North had an unusual literary relationship.
When 19th-century editors first discovered how closely Shakespeare’s Roman plays—Julius
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Caesar, Antony and Cleopatra, and Coriolanus—followed the corresponding chapters in North’s
Plutarch’s Lives, they often expressed a great deal of surprise. “Shakespeare, the first poet of all
time, borrowed three plays almost wholly from North,” wrote editor George Wyndham.
“Shakespeare’s obligation is apparent in almost all he has written. To measure it you must quote
the bulk of the three plays.” 24 C. F. Tucker Brooke agreed with Wyndham’s estimate of
Shakespeare’s debt, writing the following after analyzing some of Shakespeare’s literary
borrowings:
[T]hese passages, all of which rank among the special treasures of
Shakespearean poetry, come straight and essentially unaltered out of North...
indeed, it may be held in regard to several of them that the palm belongs rather
to North’s prose than to Shakespeare’s poetry. That this should be so is a fact
worthy of all wonder and attention, for the like can be said of no other of
Shakespeare’s rivals or assistants. 25
Sirthomasnorth.com now lists hundreds of Shakespearean lines and passages that derive from all
four of North’s translations, not just his Plutarch’s Lives, and appear in essentially every play of
the Shakespeare canon, not just the Roman plays. They confirm that no one has taken more from
an earlier writer than Shakespeare has from North, and it is not even close. But it is the
discoveries of Shakespearean material in North’s unpublished writings – including his travel
journal, the marginal notes in Fabyan, and still other examples that will be revealed in future
papers—that help expose the true basis of this obligation. They confirm that Shakespeare was
not obsessively pilfering North’s prose; rather he was adapting North’s plays.
This new view of Cymbeline—and Shakespeare—is an important part of an emerging narrative
on the relationship between two early modern playwrights, one whose plays are mostly lost but
whose writing “may claim palm and place with the best” 26 and another whose plays, though they
may be derivative, have survived and been celebrated for over 400 years.
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Appendix A
Figure 5 compares the marginalia in Fabyan’s Chronicle to North’s marginalia in his own copy
of The Dial of Princes (1582) at Cambridge University Library, which bears his signature and
the date of his purchase, 1591. For more information on that volume, see Kelly A. Quinn, “Sir
Thomas North's Marginalia in His ‘Dial of Princes,’” The Papers of the Bibliographical Society
of America, 94.2 (2000): 283–287.
Thomas North’s marginalia in his signed
Dial of Princes

Fabyan’s Chronicle Marginalia
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Figure 5. Handwriting comparison between marginalia in North’s Dial of Princes (1582)
and Fabyan’s Chronicle (1533)

Clearly, the italic hand in the margins of Fabyan’s Chronicle (1533) matches Thomas North’s
marginalia in his signed Dial of Princes (1582). The Fabyan annotator even shared North’s
peculiar habit of ending every marginal note with a period.
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Appendix B
As shown in Figure 6, Roger, 2nd Lord North both signed and wrote out his motto—Durum
Pati—on the title page of this edition of Fabyan’s Chronicle. The motto derives from Seneca’s
tragedy of Hercules Furens: “Quae fuit durum pati, meminisse dulce est,” meaning, “That which
is hard to endure is pleasant to recall.” North put the motto between the numbers 15 and 69,
which is the likely date he acquired the book. Notice the hand is not the same as Thomas’ above.

Figure 6. Title-page of Roger North’s copy of Fabyan’s Chronicle (1533)
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Appendix C
A complete list of North’s marginalia in Harvard’s copy of Fabyan’s Chronicle, along with
further commentary, may be found at https://sirthomasnorth.com/cymbeline.
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